
Greetings to all of our Trinity Farm Riders!  

As the season changes we are looking forward and making plans for attending winter horse shows. 
Many of you have expressed interest in learning more about what it would take for you or your rider to 

participate in a horse show. Starting in November, the United Professional Horseman’s Association (or UPHA) Chapter 
11 will be holding their Annual Winter Academy Tournaments. The majority of these shows will be held in a large barn 
North of Indianapolis in Muncie, Indiana. The tournaments will run thru the winter and the dates are as follows: 
November 6th, December 4th, January ?, February ?, March ?? held with IASHA Spring Warm Up Horse Show, 
Cloverdale, IN. Some dates have not yet been set as they are still looking for a place for the show. 

Academy classes at horse shows are meant for riders that are learning and that have not yet participated in a rated 
horse show. All are divided into age categories as well as according to their level of riding ability: beginner, 
intermediate, advanced. Lead line classes are also offered for children 6 years and younger. Riders that are in 
competition ride at their level of ability, some will do walk and trot, some will do walk, trot and canter. All must be able 
to guide, ride in the ring with other riders safely, ride with confidence, and know their diagonals if trotting, and their 
leads if cantering. This is an exciting way to set goals and to have fun. 

Academy competitions do have specific clothing required for participation. Riders in the saddleseat academy 
competitions will need to wear neatly fitting Kentucky jod pants in either navy blue or black, black or brown jod boots or 
paddock boots, dress shirt and tie in coordinating colors and either a vest or, in the case of the cold weather, a 
coordinating sweater. Sweat shirts with barn logos cannot be worn in the ring while competing. All riders under the age 
of 18 must wear helmets. Gloves are suggested but not required. 

On November 6th, which is a very short time away, Trinity Farm is preparing to take as many riders that want to go 
(and are ready) to the first academy tournament. If you and your rider are not quite ready or want to investigate what 
this is all about, this is a great time to take a field trip and watch. I will attach the list of classes (based on last years 
class schedule so might have small changes) to this email for you to see where you or your rider might fit into the 
schedule and this is a great time to watch the show and see how it is done. This will give riders an opportunity to 
gauge what they may want to work on in order to be ready to participate in events like this one in the future. The rules 
of the tournament follow this letter. 

The cost to participate in an academy show will be dependent on how many riders attend each show. The cost will 
cover horse trailering, horse use and preparation, use of show ready equipment, coaching during warm up and the 
class, as well as show and stalling fees. Riders under the age of 18 must have an adult with them during the show for 
transportation, support and the general care of the rider during the show. Cheering sections are welcome! 

Planning on around $200 for each academy show would be a good estimate for budgeting purposes. This number may 
decrease based on the number of riders attending that can ride the same horse in different classes and if the show 
changes venues, cost to trailer will change with the mileage. 

Riders must continue in lessons to be able to prepare for the best example of their riding ability. Dropping into a horse 
show without adequate preparation isn't wise and will not be allowed. 

With all that said, we have participated in academy level shows for many years and have enjoyed the friendships we 
have made and time we have had together doing what we love. It is a great way to show case a rider’s ability and give 
them a glimpse of what might be next. We are committed to helping any rider that is interested in moving in this 
direction. 

Take some time to attend this show, watch, gather questions, see what it is all about and meet other riders and 
parents. Shows generally have a start time and the length of the show is dependent on how many are in the classes 
and other factors that make it impossible to know exactly what time each class will be so plan on getting there early. 
There is a warm area and often the events have a vendor selling snacks. But be prepared with snacks and drinks in 
the event they are not there that day. Also, the first show is at Hartmeyers, which is also a well known tack and attire 
shop if you are looking for new Kentucky jod, jod boots or other equipment. 

 The show will be held at Hartmeyers Stable.  Hartmeyer’s is located at 7111 W. Bethel Avenue Muncie, IN 47304 (87 
mi).  Please send return email with your intent to participate in the first show with riders name and age as of 
November 1

st
 so we can begin compiling a list of horse/rider combinations.  Contact me with questions.  Happy 

Horse Showing!  Look forward to enjoying this aspect of the horse world with all of you! 

Mary Lynn - cell 317-507-9372  Hannah - cell 317-443-9932 



UPHA Chapter 11 Academy Winter Tournament 

Rules: 

General: 

1. Horses are not to be judged. Horses in the Academy classes MUST be lesson horses used regularly in a 

professionally operated lesson program. These horses must display the characteristics of such. 

2. All Instructors MUST be members of the UPHA. 

3. All academy classes are judged on the ability of the rider to control and show their horse to the best advantage. 

4. Academy Equitation classes are judged on basic equitation skill with correct diagonals and leads. 

5. Academy Pleasure classes should be judged on the riders horsemanship abilities. The horse is NOT to be judged. It 

should be judged on rider‟s ability to control and show their horse. Promptness in finding correct diagonals and canter 

leads are important as well as the rider‟s command of the horse, for example, speed, placement in the ring and 

collectiveness. 

6. Open classes are for show and/or lesson horses. Full suits can be worn but not required. 

7. Beginner classes will be split if 6 or more riders. 

8. Entry fees are $25 per class. Stall fees are $35/box, $25/tie. Shavings must be used in stalls. 

9. No smoking in Barns. 

10. Warm-up area: so all exhibitors have a fair opportunity to warm-up. Only horse and riders in the next class are 

allowed in the warm-up area. All observers, video and camera people are not allowed in the warm-up area. 

11. Judges attire: we want to instill a sense of what a show is like and would appreciate judges dressing appropriately. 

12. We must remember the purpose of these tournaments is to create an enjoyable and affordable division for the 

beginning rider. We also need to remember our ethics and follow the rules for these classes. Those instructors whose 

riders are found in violation of these rules will be dealt with in a private, quiet manner. The student will not be 

approached. Students not complying with the rules will simply not be judged but will receive a participation ribbon 

(following USEF rules for illegal equipment and procedures) 

 

Rider: 

1. No full riding suits are allowed in academy classes. Riding pants and boots for said discipline are recommended. 

Gloves and vests are optional. No chaps. No sweatshirts with logos will be allowed in the show ring. Helmets are 

required on all 17 & under riders. 

2. Riders must be participating in a professionally operated program and show on a lesson horse. 

3. A rider may show their own horse as long as the horse is used regularly in a lesson program. 

4. A rider who has shown in an Open show where proper attire is required according to USEF guidelines may 

participate in Advanced or Open classes only. 

5. Once a rider has shown in Walk/trot/Canter, a return to Walk/Trot is prohibited. 

6. Age is determined on Nov.1, 2010 

7. Riders in the walk trot on the line class will be worked and judged individually on the rail. 

 

Horse: 

1. All horses in Academy classes must be lesson horses and not “in training” 

2. Work bridles, martingales are allowed. 

3. No hoof black or braiding allowed. 

4. Any out of control horses will be excused. 

 

High point awards. 

Points will be counted depending on the # riders in the class, Example- 3 riders in a class 

                                                                                                                  1
st
 place- 3 pts 

                                                                                                                 2
nd

 place - 2 pts    

                                                                                                                  3
rd

 place - 1 pt 

Awards will be given for the following divisions: 



Saddle Seat Advanced - Adult  (class 4,14) 

                                     17 & under  (class 6,15) 

                                     10 & under   (class 32,43) 

Saddle Seat Intermediate- Adult  (class 7,17) 

                                        14-17  (class 9,18) 

                                        11-13  (10,20) 

                                        10 & under (12,22) 

Saddle Seat Beginner- Adult  (class 34,44) 

                                   14-17  (class 36,45) 

                                    11-13  (class 37,47) 

                                    9 &10  (class 39,49) 

                                     7&8   (class 40,51) 

                                      6 & under  (class 42,43) 

Advanced Hunt Seat W/T/C  (class 5,8) 

        ‟             ‟             W/T  (class 33,35) 

Intermediate Hunt Seat  (class 11,13) 

Beginner Hunt Seat       (class38,41) 

 

Advanced Western W/J/L   (class16,19) 

       „              „       W/J     (class 46,48) 

Intermediate Western        (class 21,23) 

Beginner Western             (class 50,52) 

Bareback 

Leadline 

Walk and trot on the line 

No restrictions on how many shows a rider participates in, but must stay in the same division to receive points. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


